Assignment 3

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

As per your course syllabus, you have been allocated the assignment:

1. Fill in the box with the letter corresponding to the set of the text.

   - Science (like) deal with the study of processes and causes that we _______ (used) in the natural world such as _______. Scientific study _______ understandings through observation and experiments _______. (state) with the study of facts that are verifiable. When obtained facts _______ process systematically it becomes a _______.

   - is dealing, are seeing, understand, are dealing, studying
   - say, tell, understand, deal, were seeing
   - deal, is seeing, understand, deals, are studied
   - has dealt, have been, understand, dealt, have been worked
   - No, the answer is incorrect. _______.
   - Accepted answer: deals, are understanding, deals, are studied

2. Correct the following sentences by using the appropriate form of the verb.

   - Scientists are observing a new planet. However, they are not having sight of the planet on the planet.
   - Scientists are observing a new planet; however, they are not having sight of the planet on the planet.
   - No, the answer is incorrect. _______.
   - Accepted answer: correct

3. Name the newspaper.

   - neither of us are going
   - neither of us are going
   - both of a book
   - No, the answer is incorrect. _______.
   - Accepted answer: neither of us are going

4. She asked me name to me.

   - She asked me name to me.
   - She asked what my name is.
   - She asked what is my name.
   - She asked what is it my name.
   - With a smile.
   - No, the answer is incorrect. _______.
   - Accepted answer: She asked my name

5. Some things that might be used in mind in order to give a good speech include:

   - Time and Pitch
   - Pause and recovery
   - Expressions and body language
   - All of the above
   - No, the answer is incorrect. _______.
   - Accepted answer: Time and Pitch

6. The following sentence is not punctuated. Correct the sentence by choosing the right option with the appropriate punctuation from the options given.

   - A rhetorical question is asked to make a point and does not expect an answer (after the answer is implied or obvious) _______. Some questions are used primarily as polite requests or ("would you please the cat?") _______.

   - A rhetorical question is asked to make a point and does not expect an answer (after the answer is implied or obvious; some questions are used primarily as polite requests or "would you please the cat?") _______.

   - A rhetorical question is asked to make a point and does not expect an answer (after the answer is implied or obvious; some questions are used primarily as polite requests or "would you please the cat?") _______.

   - No, the answer is incorrect. _______.
   - Accepted answer: A rhetorical question is asked to make a point and does not expect an answer (after the answer is implied or obvious; some questions are used primarily as polite requests or "would you please the cat?") _______.

7. In which of the following cases do we not use the verb?

   - For book clubs
   - Words and expressions in foreign languages
   - For emphasis
   - No, the answer is incorrect. _______.
   - Accepted answer: For emphasis

8. Which of the following is not a good strategy for note-taking?

   - using abbreviations
   - bullet points using keywords
   - complete numeric sentence
   - None of the above
   - No, the answer is incorrect. _______.
   - Accepted answer: Complete numeric sentence

9. In the form with the correct response who are we?

   - On my way to college the man says to me, "I think I have the key to get or class as I had the _______ assignment. I had already the submission by two days. However, I cannot get a copy that early in the morning. After all, he has _______ and related each letter.

   - broke up, hang up, get out, got up
   - broke down, hand in, put up, gave up
   - broke down, hand in, put up, gave up
   - broke down, hand off, put out, give up
   - No, the answer is incorrect. _______.
   - Accepted answer: broke down, hand in, put up, gave up

10. Which of the following is the correct form of the sentence?

    - After reading the author's biographies, the argument remains convincing
    - After reading the author's biographies, the argument remains convincing
    - After reading the author's biographies, the argument remains convincing.
    - None of the above
    - No, the answer is incorrect. _______.
    - Accepted answer: After reading the author's biographies, the argument remains convincing.